Cloud computing becomes a successful paradigm for data computing and storage. Increasing concerns about data security and privacy in the cloud, however, have emerged. Ensuring security and privacy for data management and query processing in the cloud is critical for better and broader uses of the cloud. This tutorial covers some common cloud security and privacy threats and the relevant research, while focusing on the works that protect data confidentiality and query access privacy for sensitive data being stored and queried in the cloud. We provide a comprehensive study of stateof-the-art schemes and techniques for protecting data confidentiality and access privacy, which make different tradeoffs in the multidimensional space of security, privacy, functionality and performance.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has emerged as a successful paradigm that considerably simplifies the deployment of computing and storage infrastructures of both large and small enterprises. Increasing concerns about data security and privacy in the cloud, however, have emerged, as vulnerabilities were found in cloud service providers' sites [15] , and user data leakage incidents were reported for a number of cloud based application services. Ensuring security and privacy for data management and query processing in the cloud is therefore critical for better and broader uses of the cloud.
Nevertheless, providing such secure and privacy-preserving data services is very challenging, as security problems can arise in multiple levels of the data services, and security and privacy protection may impede functionality and performance of the data services. This tutorial aims to cover some common cloud security and privacy threats and the relevant research, while focusing on the works that protect data confidentiality and query access privacy for sensitive data being stored and queried in the cloud. We provide * This work is supported by NSF Grants CNS-1053594 and III-1018637. a comprehensive study of state-of-the-art schemes and techniques for protecting data confidentiality and access privacy, which make different tradeoffs in the multidimensional space of security, privacy, functionality and performance. We also identify their limitations and further discuss future research directions in cloud data security and privacy.
TUTORIAL OUTLINE 2.1 Security and Privacy Threats
We start our tutorial by presenting a general overview of various security and privacy threats that could arise in the context of data services deployed in the cloud. We consider the cloud service providers and any unauthorized parties that can monitor, affect or control the cloud activities as adversaries. We identify the desirable features for ensuring a secure and privacy-preserving data service in the cloud. We focus on the critical features of ensuring data confidentiality and access privacy, as they usually conflict with the normal functioning and performance of data services in the cloud, and thus give rise to numerous research challenges.
Data Confidentiality
In this section of the tutorial, we discuss schemes and techniques for ensuring data confidentiality while allowing data management and query processing on the protected data in the cloud. To protect the confidentiality of sensitive private data stored in the cloud, encryption is a standard technique. Encrypting the data however makes it difficult for the cloud to process queries on the data for users, thus various techniques have been proposed for querying on encrypted data. Alternatively, we can explore trusted computing instead of encryption and querying on encrypted data. In the following, we delve into the details of various approaches that ensure data confidentiality: (i) data encryption and querying on encrypted data, and (ii) trusted computing.
Data Encryption and Querying on Encrypted Data.
This part considers data are encrypted in the cloud and the data should not be disclosed to adversaries during query processing, while the adversaries could launch statistical analysis and inference attacks to infer the data contents. We provide a survey of the techniques for processing various database queries such as range queries and aggregation queries on encrypted data. Processing range queries requires the ability to compare a ciphertext data value with the encrypted query range boundary values. This can be achieved by providing the cloud rough information about the data [1, 8, 9, 14] or building obfuscated index structures in the cloud [4, 18] . Processing aggregation queries is usually
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Trusted
Computing. An alternative to data encryption and querying on encrypted data is to keep the plaintext data in a secure trusted container in the cloud [2] . We present this idea of trusted computing as the last part of data confidentiality. Finally we compare data encryption and query on encrypted data with trusted computing from the three angles of security, performance and databases.
Access Privacy
When the data is being queried, queries may reveal partial information about the data. Hence, ensuring access privacy is important. In this section of the tutorial, we survey the most representative cryptographic protocols for protecting access privacy in general: Private Information Retrieval [3] , a special memory structure that obfuscates query access patterns over encrypted data, Oblivious RAM [12] , and practical alternative techniques for protecting access privacy.
Private Information Retrieval. Private Information Retrieval (PIR) solves the problem of privately retrieving a data item from a remote database server without revealing to the server which item is retrieved [3] . There are PIR solutions that only use one server [10] and solutions that rely on multiple servers [3] . Earlier single server PIR solutions have been criticized for their significant computation overhead [16] , while a more recent study based on recent developments of PIR demonstrates that PIR can be practical [11] . Our goal here is to understand the basic rational of PIR protocols and discuss the practicality of these protocols in terms of computation and communication costs as well as from the cloud service point of view.
Oblivious RAM. One way to make PIR more practical, as proposed in [19] , is to employ an oblivious RAM [12] on the cloud server. The basic idea of oblivious RAM is to shuffle and re-sort data items in the RAM during data accesses.
Practical Alternative Techniques. Some alternative techniques have been proposed to achieve practical access privacy, such as covered search and index shuffling for protecting accesses to encrypted index [5] , and hybrid approaches that apply PIR operations on selected partial data [17] . Our goal in this part is to learn the basic ideas of these techniques and understand the privacy performance tradeoffs they made.
GOALS OF THE TUTORIAL 3.1 Learning Outcomes
• Overview of security and privacy threats in the cloud.
• State-of-the-art in data confidentiality and access privacy protection for data management and query processing services in the cloud.
• Understanding the tradeoffs of query performance, data confidentiality and access privacy of various protection techniques.
• Overview of other studies in cloud security.
Intended Audience
This tutorial is intended to benefit researchers and system designers in security, privacy and the cloud. An understanding of current research and systems is essential for designing new protection techniques and building secure data services. 
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